Most people know masculinity is ok, and the Harry’s masculinity reports support this view
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Academia in recent years has taken a decidedly dim view of masculinity. However people of the general public are a lot more clear in recognising that men are not merely blank screens onto which academics can project their latest ideas about masculinity, but are husbands, sons, boyfriends, grandfathers etc.

Perhaps impressed with some work I did on the mental health benefits of
visiting the barber, the US barber’s products firm Harry’s asked me to work on two major projects in 2017 and 2018. Both of these studies found that men are far more than stereotypes of toxic masculinity, and perhaps it was no great surprise that the general public were far more interested in these results than were the gender mandarins in academia.

“the findings, being very positive about men’s views on life, were in stark contrast to the fashionably negative view of masculinity in the media and academia.”

So what were the main findings of the reports? I conducted two surveys – one of 2,000 men in the UK in 2017, co-authored with journalist and campaigner Martin Daubney, and the other of 5,000 men in the US in 2018. Both surveys assessed men’s core value system and wellbeing. Both surveys found that men typically aspire to moral values such as honesty and reliability more than physical values such as fitness and being athletic. In both surveys, taking other variables into account (such as age and social class), the strongest predictor – by far – of mental positivity was job satisfaction. Also highly significant was relationship stability, which was the second strongest predictor of wellbeing in the UK sample, and fifth in the US sample. Valuing one’s health was ranked third in the UK and second in the US. There were a myriad of other findings that cast light on the factors that most predicted men’s mental wellbeing, described here.

I have been part of many research projects, but the Harry’s surveys have probably been the ones that have got the most emphatically positive reaction from the public. This was probably because the findings, revealing some very positive insights into how men feel about the world, were in stark contrast to the fashionably negative view of masculinity in the media and academia.
“Everyone seemed to find something different in the results they wanted to talk about. Psychology Today noted the finding about the importance of job satisfaction might be explained in evolutionary terms by the centrality to men of the provider role.”

Soon after the launch of the 2017 report in Westminster on International Men’s Day, there appeared were many positive newspaper articles and blogs on this interesting news, and not only because of Martin’s prolific writing. Everyone seemed to find something different in the results they were eager to talk about. Psychology Today noted the finding about the importance of job satisfaction might be explained in evolutionary terms by the centrality to men of the provider role. Martin Daubney in The Times explored what the findings meant to how millennial men view dating and relationships. The London-based Evening Standard highlighted the relatively low mental wellbeing in London men compared to the rest of the country. The trendy Wired magazine led with the message that “masculinity is about reliability, honesty and emotion” while the even trendier GQ magazine in Germany seemed a bit surprised that job satisfaction was so important to men. The equal-parenting charity Families Need Fathers focused on the finding that men had better mental health if they reported wanting to be like their dads. The Telegraph focused on the importance of the results for helping men with their mental health. The diversity and equality newsletter at my department in UCL included a short piece about the UK report.
In addition to the mainstream press, there were countless social media posts on the two studies, and a handful of very enjoyable interviews (especially Honey Badger Radio and receiving an ad hoc Humanitarian of the Year award on Tom Golden’s Regarding Men show). Somehow Gillette didn’t learn from any of this, and in 2020 lost an estimated eight billion dollars in revenue due to their tone-deaf video depicting men and boys in a negative light.

With so many people writing about the study, perhaps inevitably not all of the reporting was accurate. For example, the Daily Star inexplicably ran with the headline: “Young men desperate for romance want more cuddles and LESS sex”. When it came to the US report issued by Harry’s, there was a note of scepticism from the highly respected Prof Janice Fiamengo, who suggested that although it gave a validating picture of American men, there were places that appeared to eager to celebrate ‘healthy masculinity’ rather than qualities associated with traditional masculinity, such as competitiveness. This perhaps highlights the difference between the technical reports written by me and posted on the Male Psychology Network website (the forerunner of the CMP), and the more publicity-orientated in-house reports (see 2017 and 2018 reports) compiled by
Harry’s over which I had less influence. However, overall much of what has been written has been accurate and positive.

Despite all of the press attention, the Harry’s research has received little recognition in academia. This might be because the publicity-orientated reports have been the ones pitched to the general public, despite there also being publicly available technical reports (see 2017 and 2018 reports). Also, it is perhaps fair to say that masculinity is seen in a negative light in academia these days, so something positive like the Harry’s reports just doesn’t fit the narrative, so is naturally more likely to be overlooked.

However I have aimed the research more squarely at psychologists since then. In Sept 2019 I presented the research at the BPS East of England annual conference; in Dec 2020 the two reports were published together as a single paper in peer-reviewed academic journal; and in June 2021 they were cited in the first BPS textbook on male psychology, so it seems more likely that more academics and therapists will take note now.

What have I learned from working on these two studies? I think there are two lessons. Firstly, if you are prepared to just ask men some simple questions of the kind that are not leading or loaded, and look without judgement at their responses, you might be surprised at what a decent bunch of people men are. And secondly, in a world where men appear to be increasingly demonised in the media, academia, and other areas of life, there are a great number of men who will react very positively when you hold up a mirror that shows a realistic image of themselves they can recognise.

So it seems that most people are right to feel good about the Harry’s reports. In fact, in these times where the field of psychology is anxious about the ‘replication crisis’ (where a research study should show the same results if repeated, but doesn’t) the fact that the results of the two Harry’s studies are so similar should give the field of psychology some cause for relief.

All things considered, well done Harry’s for your work in this area, and may you have a very happy International Men’s Day!
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